
 

SmartComm Electronics Pte Ltd is a dynamic IOT company that specializes in 
bespoke Real- Time Telematics Solutions and customised software.  Leveraging on 
Technology and in-house innovations by providing our clients with critical intelli-

gent real-time information for actionable business decision, we help our customers 
to perform better; to be more cost efficient, work smarter and safer.

Our system assimilates data gathered from sensors and devices from fleets and is 
stored in the Cloud, providing our clients ubiquitous access which can be rapidly 
provisioned with minimal management effort over the Internet. Complemented 
with our solution that includes a multitudinous array of features, that businesses 

can leverage on to enhance their operations.

With Industry 4.0, we have created a platform to leverage an ecosystem of sensors 
and devices which bridge the gap between the Cloud and our physical world. We 
enable companies to administer Big Data analytics to their newly gathered data, 

utilize Artificial Intelligence (AI) to streamline operations and track assets to partici-
pate in the sharing economy.

SmartComm Electronics envision ourselves to be the leading IoT solution provider 
in the world to come first on the list. Driven by creative ideas, we transform abstract 
concepts into practical action to solve our customer’s problems. We see increase 

the productivity and safety of our industry partners who leverage our creative solu-
tions as our end goal. At SmartComm Electronics, we never stop innovating.

Incorporated in August 2008, we have developed many innovative solutions that 
have been deployed and through our partners and clients around the world on the 

below services and solutions:

Singapore is a developed country, with a goal to digitize itself into a SMART nation. 
SmartComm Electronics would like to be aligned with the goal and contribute our 

resources to empower SMEs with a system solution that will help towards achieving 
the goals. 

SGQR - Universal SGQR code for cashless payments, inter-bank fund transfer 
system. A universal QR code to free merchants from the need to display multiple 

QR codes to accept different cashless payment schemes. Dubbed SGQR, the 
national QR code allows consumers to scan and transfer funds from as many as 27 
e-payment apps. QR code payments have been growing and many cash-intensive 
merchants, such as hawkers, are accepting them. But every merchants issue their 

own QR code, which causes confusion. A universal SGQR code will help Singapore 
build its national cashless system.

SmartComm Electronics is currently into QR ordering as well through its platform of 
Cloud Order (http://www.cloudorder.biz/) that specializes in QR Menu System for 
restaurants to reduce operation costs, easier deployment, increases productivity, 

faster churn and lower cost of mistakes. 

One of the current undergoing project as per demo link (http://cloudorder.biz/four-
season/) for an online food ordering and delivery for a restaurant. With the integration 

between SGQR Code and Smart Kiosk 4.0, it will greatly benefits both the business 
owners and customers, giving better flexibility, convenience and experience.
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Internet of Things (IoT) solutions Hardware & Software services

Vehicle Maintenance & Operations Data Manager (VMO) Video GPS Tracking 

Fleet Management System

ADAS & DSM System Outdoor/Indoor Asset Tracking

Smart-Route Optimization Planning, Delivery Acknowledgement Mechanism

360 Bird View System Temperature Management Solution

Software Development & Consultant Service

QR ORDER SCANNING

SMART KIOSK - SELF-SERVING,
SELF-ORDERING, SELF-PAYMENT

CCTV - PASSENGER COUNTING &
INTEGRATION SOLUTION

ROBOT - SERVICE CUSTOMER BY ROBOT ITSELF
INSTEAD WAITER

INTELLIGENT VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM (IVMS)

Smart Kiosk 4.0 - A sophisticated, 
AI enabled, Self-service kiosk 
Save Cost - Able to replace a manual cashier personnel 
without errors.

Save Time - Online transaction records instead of daily 
manual counting.

Safety - Biometric scanner for cash box security identification.

Security - Able to detect counterfeit money

Real Time Report - Daily performance monitoring of outlets, 
identify issue early and rectify quickly.

Flexible - Adjustable online menu pricing according to trends 
& demands.

Quality - Coins Notes Acceptor and Dispenser Machine made 
in U.K with top quality assurance.

Printer Box in the kitchen for staff to prepare upon 
purchase confirmation

Organized process flow

Once order are completed, the queue number will 
be displayed for the customer to collect their food.

IPC7A26-PC for Queue management & IPC702-PC Dual-Lens Camera for People 
Counting

Smart CCTV IPC7A26-PC that is specially designed for Queue management, pow-
ered by deep learning technology, supports queueing-up people number and 

waiting time detection.

It also supports Behavior analysis, which includes Line crossing, intrusion, region 
entrance, region exiting. Support alarm triggering by specified target types (human 
and vehicle). Filtering out mistaken alarm caused by target types such as leaf, light, 

animal, and flag, etc.

Combined with IPC702-PC Dual-Lens Camera for People Counting, it assists to 
support separate counting of people entering, exiting and passing by. The number 

of people that entered and left the room can be counted and displayed on the 
screen in real time. With real-time uploading by statistic cycle and periodic reports 

generation.

Automation has and will continue to reshape the workforce in ways that impact 
workers and change the customer experience. With the service robot delivering 

cuisine to the customer’s table, while the robot may not provide the same human 
hospitality as a person, they can create an futuristic experience. With further 

advances in technology, these robots will be able to deliver aspects of hospitality 
like being courteous and helpful, just without the actual human touch.

To helps companies to monitor their fleet of vehicles instantly, through installing a 
video recorder with 4 or 8 cameras into each of the vehicle. Video Camera is to 

enable the user to see the vehicle as well as the vehicle-mounted cameras in real 
time. The cameras are normally mounted in the front dashboard, the sides and the 

rear of the vehicle.

A 7” screen is also mounted at the driver’s console to allow the driver to use the 
screen as a reverse camera and preventing blind-spots.

Main function and features: 
• Unique and interesting way serving of dishes
• Increase productivity and efficiency in serving of dishes
• Allow employees to focus on service quality
• Autonomous navigation and obstacle avoidance
• Autonomous route planning and delivery scheduling 
• Omnidirectional obstacle and food tray detection


